This article presents an effort to integrate spatial and textual data processing tools into a modular software package which features preprocessing, geocoding, disambiguation and visualization.
INTRODUCTION
Among the current trends in geographic information retrieval and geocoding [11] , the extraction and normalization of named places, itineraries, spatial relations and locative expressions are particularly relevant to study text collections, as advocates of distant reading employ computational techniques to mine the texts for significant patterns and make statements about them [19] . From the point of view of computational linguistics, toponyms are often out-ofvocabulary tokens. As such, they are a potential error source and are supposed to be identified and dealt with. The processing chains usually stop at this point and do not provide geographical visualizations even if the place names can be linked to meta-information such as type and georeference. Besides, publicly available geocoding and cartographic software solutions are scarce and do not usually integrate linguistic information such as annotation layers. This article describes an effort to go more conveniently from texts to maps by integrating several key steps in a modular software package: data curation and preparation, processing of linguistic corpora, geocoding, and projection on maps. The toolkit is meant to be flexible in terms of formats and software environment; it currently focuses on the functions which form the bases of previous studies, with two main goals: provide an up-to-date common ground for hypothesis testing and visualization, since the solution used is not Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
DESCRIPTION 2.1 Approach
Especially for historical corpora, researchers face a lack of generalpurpose tooling to analyze geographic references in texts. In order to produce cartographic visualizations, the necessity to adapt to different contexts [3] and to complement existing resources with a precise historical gazetteer [7] has been highlighted, as combined approaches lead to more complete or finer knowledge bases [14] . Such databases of geographic locations featuring coordinates and relevant metadata exist, but their development is challenging [16] even for 20th century Europe [12] . Existing toolboxes, such as AATOS [17] , mostly feature candidate extraction and ranking as well as entity linking. HeidelPlace [15] does implement a comparable series of operations but it is currently tied to a series of different engineering decisions (Java, PostgreSQL, Leaflet as output). My approach is more light-weight and extensible, with a similar scope as CORE [10] but with an overall greater focus on usability, text input, integration of registers, and export of maps.
The toolkit is currently developed with historical texts in mind within a generic, language-independent framework. It has been used so far to extract and disambiguate toponyms in different German corpora ranging from the 17th to the 20th century [4] [5] [6] . First, the toolkit can be used on raw or previously annotated text, and also in combination with various NLP solutions, e.g. Polyglot [2] , as Python is currently the most used programming language in academia. 1 Second, it includes data helpers to bootstrap geographical data, as knowledge-based methods using fine-grained data improve the results [18] . Import filters for the generic gazetteer Geonames and structured data from Wikipedia and Wikidata are available with facilitated download and data cleaning. Third, an additional layer can be activated to bypass geocoding for selected locations.
From extraction to visualization
The toolkit features an extraction function which operates on token level, using either regular expressions and wildcards on raw text or linguistic annotation layers such as lemma and POS-tags. The extraction is performed by a sliding window which captures single tokens as well as multi-word expressions. This recognition phase is knowledge-based and grounds on gazetteers bootstrapped from existing geographical databases or provided by the user. It can be complemented by external cues like stoplists or linguistic information such as suffixes and derivation.
As it is often necessary to assign the right coordinates to a toponym among several possible ones, a disambiguation process is included. Pouliquen et al. [13] showed that an acceptable precision can be reached by applying a series of heuristics based on existing meta-information or various data generated on-the-fly. Accordingly, two different methods [8] have been implemented so far: map-based (geographically relevant contextual information) and knowledgebased (supplied or external meta-information). The information taken into account consists here in type and importance of the entries (as known from data extracted from Geonames or Wikipedia) as well as immediate context (e.g. the expected range and the last countries and locations seen), which can be controlled by userdefined parameters, most notably customized distance calculations, filter level or size of the search radius.
Finally, the toolbox integrates its own visualization component, as the future of the previously used solution (TileMill) is unclear. The visualization grounds on the Python module matplotlib and its extension cartopy 2 , which allows for adaptability of projection and design. In this case, the toolkit is meant to leave it open to the user to refine the map, in a particular emphasis on the concept of visualization, most notably regarding the forms and colors used to convey meaning and further for clustering and labeling functions.
Example
A historical example can be used to demonstrate the impact of the settings on both form and content. The sentence to be analyzed is from the late 19th century and features a series of proper nouns. 3 Geonames is known to be prone to coverage and data quality issues [1] . Figure 1 displays an unfiltered view using raw text and Geonames as gazetteer, where only one point out of five is placed correctly while two other are wrongly considered to be place names, and one place name is missing. Figure 2 shows the impact of both filtering (knowledge-based and POS-based filtering both remove the false positives) and external resources (proper geocoding with a historical gazetteer) which combined lead to the expected result. Additionally, this example shows that quality control and text analysis benefit from the projection of the results on a map. 
CONCLUSION
The main contribution of the toolbox resides in the bundling of spatial and textual data processing in a light-weight system based on the Python technology stack, most notably preprocessing helpers for text and gazetteers, a disambiguation algorithm, and cartographic processing. Three common issues in geographic information extraction [9] are addressed: detecting geographical references, disambiguating place names, and developing effective user interfaces. The toolbox targets historical collections but is not limited to them. The streamlined process from text to map involves a series of decisions as well as a critical reading of the map. Furthermore, being able to go through all the process in one shot is well-suited to spot methodological or data-related problems. I provided an example of the issues raised by generic extraction and showed the benefits of integrated data cleaning and filtering. The toolkit is designed to be modular, it can be extended in its functionality or integrated into third-party software. Future work includes further geocoding techniques as well as benchmarking functions. A working alpha version is available along with the code under an open-source license. 4 
